
DIMENSIONS + FREIGHT

CASCADE MAKER TABLE,  

MODEL #25300, #25301 

OVERVIEW 

cascade maker table 
MODEL #: 25300, 25301

48” x 48” w/ 4” casters + 3” totes

MAKER TABLE EDGE PROFILE: 

MODEL 25300F, 25301F - OCTOBER 2019WWW.SMITHSYSTEM.COM

3mm Edge
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3mm Edge

4mm T-Mold
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F 1 1/4” top with 3mm flat edge. 
F to follow Model No.

Model Description D" W" H" F.C. Cube WT

25300f 48x48, 15 3” totes, no doors 48 48 36.19 125 18 295 

25301f 48x48, 15 3” totes, w/ doors 48 48 36.19 125 18 325
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 • Whiteboard laminate, add $125 to list price.

 • 3mm edge finished in Grey [North Sea] on  
 Whiteboard tops.

 • Whiteboard laminate has a 1 year warranty. 

LAMINATE: (includes matching 3mm edge) 
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Doors are optional, to specify a model with doors, order Model #25301.

The END PANELS are made of 18-gauge 1” square tubing, 
welded flush to an 18-gauge end panel.  The inside of each 
end panel is reinforced by 22-gauge hat channels.  These 
hat channels are dual purpose:  added strength and for tote 
rail shelf mounting.  The dome top is 18-gauge formed and 
welded construction, bolted to each end panel and rear panel 
with a total of 10 machine screw fasteners.  The base is a 
durable 18-gauge steel construction formed and welded to 
support the entire weight of the unit squarely.  Underneath is 
a heavy welded hat channel reinforcement.  The base shelf is 
attached to both end panels using 4 machine screw fasteners.  
The Rear Panel is 18-gauge steel reinforced with up to three 
vertical hat channels.  Two grommet holes (a lower and upper) 
are punched for convenient wire management and electronic 
storage.  Casters are 4” in diameter, all have locks.

The optional DOORS include a secure and reliable locking 
mechanism, which engages lock rods into the dome top and 
the base shelf.  Doors also come with urethane ergonomic and 
modern door handles of your color choice.  The fully hinged 
doors articulate 270 degrees, free of obstruction.

PEG BOARD END PANELS:

The 1 1/4” thick WORK SURFACE consists of a 45 lb density 
particle board core with a .030” high pressure laminated 
surface and a .020” melamine backer sheet.  The edge of the 
work surface features a 3mm flat self edge.

PLATINUM
PEG-BOARD

BUTCHER BLOCK:

BUTCHER BLOCK
BUTCHER

The WORK SURFACE consists of a 1 3/4” 
thick birchwood butcher block table top. 
Blocks are randomly placed, 6” length 
or greater, finger jointed birchwood. The 
corners are finished with a 1/8” radius.
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1 3/4” birchwood.  
BUTCHER to follow Model No.


